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REPORT

The Faculty Enhancement Program for the month of June was conducted on 1510612023, Thursday at3:15

p.m. at Seminar hall, Main block. Dr. Soni P M of the Computer Science Department presented a paper

titled "The Art of Data Mining for (lreating Models for Banking Domain". 51 members of the faculty

from various departments attended the program. Dr. Joy Joseph Puthussery. Dr. Sabu Varghese and other

members of the faculty raised queries and made the session more interactive. The program concluded at

4:00 p.m. with a thanks note by Ms. Rinku K Vithayathil, FEP Coordinator.

Prepared hy;
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THE ART OF DATA MINING {'OR CREATING MODELS FOR THE BANKING DOMAIN

Soni P MtAssistant Professor, Dept.of CS, NIMIT, Pongam,Thrissur , Kerala, India

Anna Diana K M2,4sslstant Professor, Dept.of CS, NIMIT, Pongam ,Thrissur , Kerala, India

Abstract
Customer Relationship Management" (CRM) is an important and commonly used Data mining

application in the banking domain to interact with customers properly and effectively. As banking is

considered as a service industry, the purpose of maintaining a strong and effective Customer

Relationship Management is a critical issue [1]. Models created by Data mining algorithms can play a

significant role in Customer Relationship Management in the banking domain especially for predicting

the loan credibility behavior of a customer. Before creating the model, the quality of data being

improved by data preprocessing techniques especially feature selection. The classification technique

aims to predict accurately the target class such as, whether to approve or reject the loan for each case in

the data. The way of Data mining process on the credit data set is demonstrated here. Different Data

mining classification models are generated and evaluated to identi$ the loan applicants as eligible or

illegible for a loan.

Keywords: Dato preprocessing, Clossification, CRM, Random Forest, Feature Selection

l.INTRODUCTION

The different applications of Data mining that can be used in the banking sector are Customer

segmentation, banking profitability, Credit scoring and approval, predicting payment from Customers,

Marketing, detecting fraud transactions, Cash management and forecasting operations, optimizing stock

portfolios, and Ranking investments [2]. The primary goal of a bank is to lend the money generated by it

from various sources. The lending of money to customers is very easy but its recovery is a hard process.

Therefore, the primary objective of the banks as lenders is to ensure the profitability of the loans and

advances sanctioned by them. [n order to maintain CRM, grant loans to the reliable customers who can

repay it from reasonably reliable sources within a stipulated time. Banks hold huge volumes of customer

transaction data on daily basis. Data mining tools help to anaLyze these data and to convert into

knowledge that can be used for the prediction of loan oredibility behavior of a oustomer. CRM can be

Fc,ngqm, Korotty Esct, Thdssur Dlctict, Kerslo Slslc, lndlo. Pln-680300.
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maintained within the banking industry by predicting the loan credibility behavior of a customer. Data

mining analysis, huge data collected from the banking transactions and finally summarize it into

meaningful knowledge. This knowledge helps the bankers for the proper decision making process and it

Ieads to the smooth functioning of the organization. After the forrnulation of the problem statement,

collect the relevant data and apply some preprocessing techniques to transform original data into a suitable

form that can be applied for mining process. Finally, apply data mining functionality especially

classification to categories the customer into two groups such as, those who can pay the loan amount

promptly or not.

2. DATA COLLECTION

The data were collected from a UCI depository. The attributes are listed in Table -1

SI Name of attribute

I Checking Status

2 Duration

.-)

J Credit History

4 Purpose

Credit Amount

Savings Status

7 Employment

I Installment Commitment

Personal_Status

10 Other Parties

11 Residence Since

t2 Property Magnitude

1n
l-) Age

t4 Other_Paymsnt_Plans

15 Housing

16 Existing Credits

17 Job

1B Num_Dependents
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Table 1 - List of Attributes

3. DATA PRE, PROCESSING

The customer transactions data collected from the banking domain may contain duplicate values" missing

values, noise or inconsistency. This affects the reliability of mining process. If the user believes that the

data are dirty, they will not trust the results of the data mining process that has been applied to this data

[s_tr" A data rninios process wtth high quality of'data will aecuratc datamining results. To impr*v#

the quality of data arid conseQuentlr" the mining

c*ltrected data. Ilata preprocessirrg rs sne of the

data preprof;f,ssing has ta be done on the

in data rnining process which deals with

prfiparaticn end transforffiation from the final data set [4]. The fallowing cetegories

*f data prnprocnssing arn applied t* conysrt initial snt t* final data set"
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Figur^e - 1: Data Pre-processing methods
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In order to apply any of the data pre-processing technique, the data should be in proper format. Therefore,

conversion of data obtained into a suitable form before applying the pre-processing steps is mandatory.

The excel format has to be converted into respective formats (.csv,.arff) required for the processing of

various data mining models. Data pre-processing of banking data start from processing duplicate and

missing values. The missing values are substituted by another computed value such as mean median or

mode. For example, all the missed 
ooJobs" in the dataset are replaced with the term "Business" as it is the

most occurred job. Label Encoding is a method for data transformation. It will convert labels in the

credit data set into the numeric form so that it can be easily transformed into a machine-readable form.

The complexity of the dataset can be reduced by applying methods of data reduction. Data reduction is a

ts*hnique tc reduce {he v*lume sf initiat data sst snd produce the s&me perfcrmancn I5l

F*eture selection is ata irrr-portant reLtuctian selection has proven in both theory arld

practics ts he effective in enhencing increasing predictive accuracy and reducing the

csrnplexity of learned results" [6,7] " fabl e 2 the correctly classified accurecy and incarrectly

classified accuracv
n sbtained by each *f selectian algorithms applied on the credit data set"

Table - 2: Perfaffnance metric of feature selection algorithms
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4. CLASSIFICATON

Classification is used in scenarios rvhere we need to identify the category or class into which a new

observation might belong. Classification is one of the data analysis methods that predict class labels [7].

There are more classification methods such as Statistical-based, Distance-based, Decision tree-based,

Neural network-based, Rule-based [8]. Choosing the correct classification method, thus, becomes very

important for obtaining accurate results. Random Forest is now known to be one of the most efficient

classification methods [9]. In order to classify a customer as "eligible customer" or 
oonot eligible customer"

using credit dataset binary classificalion method is used. The process of classification divides the dataset

into two parts, one for creating the model called training dataset and the other for testing the model called

testing dataset.

The 
"--arious 

classifi*ation aigcrithms are applied *n data set erf, JRip, ZeroR, SMO' Adab*r:st,

Random F*rsst, Kstar, Rid*r, a$d IlTi-{B. Af,c$racy to evaluate the ctficiency cf sach

*lassifisr, The *ther rn*de cf evaluati*g Statistifr, and, Mean Abs*Irrts Err*r" Thes*

m*trics are $ssd t* compare and evaluate which algorithrn is better fcr thc ltlan

prcdicti*n. Ths *lassification on the ab*ve fileasurfrs is described in the

F'igure 2: Classificatisn using $leka
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Tahle 3:

The figure 3 reprssents the classificitti*n figure 4 reprssents classification Kappa

Classificatian M,\E metric. From the ahove graphs, it is clear that

Classification Accu racy

120

100

60

40

2A

0

JRip ZeroR SMO Adaboost Random Ridor DTNB

Forest

Figure 3: Classification Accurasy
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Figure 4: Classificatian Kappa metric
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TECHNOLOGY USED
ry\

rJC

Weka is a power{tl tool that contains collection of machine leaming algorithms for data mining tasks such

as data preparation, classification, regression, clustering, association rulcs mining, and visuali zation. The

figure 5 represenls the various operations that can be performed in Weka.
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Figure 5: Operations af Weka

an this preprss$ssed datasst. data mining operaticns are or Asscciafr-

The Then-

WEKA m*d*1s

can be applied on the same dataset. Ihus, WEKA results in a fast development of data mining models

on the whole.

6. FUTURE SCOPE

The main focus of my work is the design of data mining models to prediot the customers who repay loan

amount promptly from those who do not. From the experiment it is clear that the classification algorithm

Random Forest produced better accuracy after applying the feature selection methods. In future, the model
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creation can be extended to apply for different binary classification problems and these can also be applied

to handle large amount of data using some big data technologies.
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